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has often preceded and paved the way for a federation, was here
included as its corollary*  Conceivably the scheme would have
worked better in the long run had the states each retained their
tarifffreedom.
The constitution had been drafted by the Australian federal
convention (1897-8) and by negotiations between the six
Australian governments. There was no question of the parlia-
ment at Westminster wishing to teach them their business; yet a
point for dispute was found, concerning the right of final appeal
to the judicial committee of the privy council. The act which
federated Canada in 1867 had retained it, and the chief justices
of the Australian colonies all desired its retention now. But the
Australian statesmen did not, and they refused to admit any
amendment of their draft. A compromise was finally reached,
providing that the appeal should be retained, 'except in the cases
where Australian interests alone are concerned'. Obviously
centrifugalism had the best of this bargain, and the chance (for
what it was worth) of developing a supreme court for the whole
empire disappeared. The queen signed the Commonwealth Act
on 9 July 1900—a memorable date even in so great a career as
that then nearing its close.
Domestic interests languished in parliament during these
years; save the London Government Act,1 there is scarcely a
statute of any note after 1897. ^aY ^9^ brought (in his 8gth
year) the death of Gladstone. His last illness was painful, but its
prolongation summoned sympathy and gratitude from all over
the world, and silenced for a while the peculiar bitterness with
which party rancour had assailed him since 1886. Salisbury and
Balfour pronounced memorable orations over an opponent,
with whom each had in private not a little in common.2 Yet the
national mourning for him carried no political repercussion; the
aged prophet had indeed 'died in his enemies' day*. Both its
creeds affronted his; not only the militant imperialism then rising
towards its war climax, but the collectivism, whose less noisy, yet
deeper, currents were destined ere long to carry politics into a
new ocean. To-day, as we gaze backward into the nineteenth
century, we see some British statesmen with greater gifts for con-
structive policy than his. But we see no parliamentarian equal
* Salisbury shared in particular his devoted churchmanship; Balfour (who in
early life seemed not far from becoming his son-in-law), much else.

